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CBM Asia Development is a research client of Edison Investment Research Limited 

CBM Asia Development (CBMA) is a play on the emerging coal bed methane (CBM) 

province of Indonesia. In a major strategic move, CBMA recently announced a joint 

venture with ExxonMobil for the development of four blocks in the Barito Basin, South 

Kalimantan. Across CBMA’s blocks we estimate net recoverable resources of 14.2tcf, 

a sizeable resource base by industry standards. Coal characteristics appear highly 

propitious for CBM development and development costs are likely to be internationally 

competitive. The plan is to unlock value through asset sales following de-risking. 

Year end Revenue 
(C$m) 

EBITDA 
(C$m) 

PBT 
(C$m) 

Debt 
(C$m) 

Net cash/ 
(debt) C$m 

E&E 
(C$m) 

12/11 0.0 (8.9) (8.9) (0.3) 1.4 (6.7) 
12/12e 0.0 (9.0) (9.0) 0.0 3.5 (5.1) 
12/13e 0.0 (26.0) (27.9) (28.0) (23.9) (20.0) 
12/14e 0.0 (23.6) (27.5) (56.0) (51.4) (17.0) 
*PBT is normalised; E&E refers to exploration and evaluation outlays. 

Projects and resources: Substantial potential 
CBMA has interests in nine granted PSCs and a joint study project. It is the operator 

of eight projects, including the joint venture with ExxonMobil. Based on CBMA data, 

we estimate net recoverable gas resources of a substantial 14.2tcf, but including the 

acreage over which it has applications and options pending the resource base could 

be nearer 30tcf. A major work programme has been announced for 2013, including 

two pilot production projects, which may be a prelude to commercialisation. We 

believe exploration/evaluation risk is low thanks to an excellent body of coal basin 

data and large scale, laterally continuous and thick gas-charged coal seams.  

Strategy: Monetisation through asset sales 
In outline, CBMA’s strategy involves the rapid de-risking of projects followed by 

reserves estimation and monetisation through asset sales. In the long term the target 

is to maintain the net resource base at c 15tcf .The near-term strategic emphasis is 

being directed towards establishing the first of two pilot projects under the Exxon joint 

venture. To help reduce future operational and investment commitments, CBMA is 

likely to seek farm-outs of some majority-owned PSC positions. 

Financials: Heavy financing requirement 
Reflecting the work programme, CBMA’s financing needs are likely to be heavy over 

the next two years. We are looking for about C$27m in both 2013 and 2014. 

Financing needs imply an equity raise in the coming months. The unavoidable dilution 

should be seen as a necessary phase in unlocking the considerable resource base.  

Valuation: Risked sum-of-the-parts C$793m 
Based on a risked sum-of-the-parts calculation and assuming 14tcf of net recoverable 

resources, we value CBMA at C$793m or C$4.72/share. However, this is a long-term 

statement of value rather than a short-term target price and takes no account of likely 

substantial de-risking costs. Assuming a C$50m 2013/14 work programme including 

overheads and equity financing at C$0.18/share, the valuation would be C$1.3/share. 
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Investment summary: Indonesia CBM play 

Company description: Substantial potential resource base 
CBMA is an early-stage non-conventional gas company focused on CBM exploration and evaluation in 

Indonesia. It has nine granted PSCs and one joint study project covering a highly material land position 

of 1.25m acres net. CBMA also has interests in nine joint study applications and PSC options. At the 

end of 2012 CBMA announced a joint venture with ExxonMobil in which it will be the operator. Across 

the granted PSCs and joint study project we estimate net recoverable resources of 14.2tcf. This is 

equivalent to approaching half that of the Powder River Basin (PRB) in Wyoming, the world’s second-

largest source of CBM. On a number of criteria, CBMA’s projects compare favourably with the PRB. At 

the beginning of January 2013, CBMA announced a major work programme including two pilot 

production projects in the Barito and Central Sumatra Basins. Work on the former and latter is 

expected to start in June and the fourth quarter of 2013 respectively. The pilot projects could be a 

prelude to commercialisation. Having assembled a substantial land position CBMA’s strategy involves 

the rapid de-risking of projects followed by reserves estimation and monetisation through asset sales.  

Financials: Heavy financing requirement 
We estimate that CBMA ended 2012 with a cash balance of about C$3.5m. Reflecting the work 

programme, financing needs are likely to be heavy in 2013 and 2014. In 2013 we look for a financing 

requirement of about C$27m with C$20m stemming from exploration/evaluation outlays, C$7m from 

overheads and higher working capital needs. The largest expenditure commitment in 2013 relates to 

the Barito Basin pilot production project under the joint venture with ExxonMobil. Based on CBMA’s 

intimations this is likely to cost about C$7.5m. For 2014 we are looking for a financing requirement for 

another C$27m or so. Exploration outlays for 2014 of C$17m assume involvement in four pilot and 

dewatering projects, including the second pilot under the Exxon JV. Given the modest cash position at 

end 2012, a share raise should be expected in the coming months. 

Sensitivities: Completion and operational risk on Exxon JV 
As an early-stage CBM venture, CBMA has significant inherent technical and operational risk. Near-

term the key issue facing the company is probably preparing for the first pilot project under the 

ExxonMobil joint venture to achieve the June start date. After the start-up of the pilot the focus will 

switch firstly to the speed of dewatering and then well performance. Clearly, indications of commercial 

flow rates could be transformational while a sub-par performance would inevitably be a setback. 

Assuming that CBMA’s positive views on the prospectivity of the Barito Basin are corroborated, the 

risks concerning the Barito pilots are rather more engineering than geology related. The key task will 

probably be establishing optimal completion techniques. Outside technical and operational matters the 

key issue surrounding CBMA is financing. Farm-outs may ameliorate such concerns. 

Valuation: Risked sum-of-the-parts C$793m 
The current market capitalisation of C$31m is in line with equity raised since 2008 and therefore 

suggests that the market is taking a cautious view of valuation. Based on a risked sum-of-the-parts 

calculation based on 14tcf of net recoverable resources, we value CBMA at C$793m or C$4.72/share. 

However, this is a long-term statement of value rather than a short-term target price and takes no 

account of likely substantial de-risking costs. Assuming a C$50m 2013/14 work programme including 

overheads and equity financing at C$0.18/share, the valuation would be C$1.3/share.  
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Business background: Indonesia CBM play 

Business profile and history: CBMA is an early stage upstream gas company focused on CBM 

exploration and development in Indonesia. Its corporate headquarters are in Vancouver, British 

Columbia, Canada. It is listed on the Toronto Venture Exchange (TSX-V) and the Frankfurt Stock 

Exchange under the symbols TCF and IY2 respectively. CBMA is also quoted on the Pink Sheets of 

the OTC Bulletin Board in the US under the symbol CBMDF. The operational headquarters are in 

Jakarta. 

The history of CBMA has been relatively short, if a little involved. The genesis of the company began 

with the incorporation of Infinity Alliance Ventures (IAV.P) in British Colombia on 26 April 2006. Infinity 

Alliance Ventures was listed on the TSX-V through an IPO on 23 February 2007 as a capital pool 

company (CPC). A CPC is a TSX-V vehicle that enables a company without an active business to seek 

business opportunities to acquire within 24 months. The business identified was CBM-OPS, a private 

company incorporated in British Columbia on 29 August 2006. CBM-OPS was acquired by Infinity 

Alliance Ventures on 12 August 2008 by way of a share exchange. The name was changed to CBM 

Asia Development Corp effective 18 November 2008. Since 2008 there have been a number of 

strategic moves. The key one has probably been a joint venture announced in late 2012 with 

ExxonMobil covering highly prospective acreage in the Barito/Kutai Basins. 

Why Indonesia? CBMA’s decision to build a business around Indonesia’s CBM development potential 

reflects three key factors. Firstly, top management’s knowledge and familiarity with the country’s very 

large CBM resource base. Second, the apparent low geological and exploration risk in the key basins, 

given the availability of abundant data from seismic studies, coal mining activity and conventional oil 

and gas drilling across CBMA’s licence blocks. Coal characteristics across its blocks appear highly 

propitious for CBM development, given thick coal seams, high permeability and good gas content and 

saturation. Third, low initial capital costs reflecting, in part, the ready availability of geological data and 

in part the low cost of acreage. Low costs are exemplified by the Sekayu project, where a gross 

investment of US$9.3m has yielded a prospective recoverable resource of 1.06tcf. This equates to 

US$0.01/mcf, a very low finding cost by industry standards. 

Founder and management: CBMA’s management and board of directors have a very strong 

background in CBM and significant Indonesian business experience. CBMA’s founder is Alan T 

Charuk, an entrepreneur with over 30 years’ experience in forming and financing resource companies 

in emerging markets, including Indonesia. Management owns 15.6% of CBMA’s stock. 

Chairman Scott H Stevens, a geologist by background, is one of the world’s leading authorities on 

CBM and is a senior vice president and director of Washington DC-based Advanced Resources 

International (ARI). ARI is a major international energy consultancy, well regarded for its work in 

unconventional gas fields (CBM, tight gas sands and shale gas). Between 2002 and 2004 ARI had a 

consultancy contract with MIGAS, the then Indonesian oil and gas regulatory authority, to help define 

the country’s CBM potential. Significantly, CBMA has a consulting agreement with ARI. 

Further valuable CBM and Indonesia experience is provided by Keith Potter, Charles Bloomquist, Jim 

Charuk and Adam Clarke. Keith Potter, the general manager Indonesia, has over 30 years’ 

international oil and gas experience, including in CBM and the procurement function. He was 

previously the president of PT Seamgas, a joint venture between WestSide Corporation and PT Bumi. 

Charles Bloomquist, a petroleum engineer, is the VP operations and has over 30 years’ oil and gas 

experience, including with Pertamina in Indonesia. Jim Charuk, a geologist, is the VP exploration and 

has over 25 years’ oil and gas experience. Adam Clarke, the vice president corporate development, 

has an investment banking background with a focus on oil and gas in the Asia-Pacific region.  
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Business strategy: Recent ExxonMobil JV pilots, asset sale 
monetisation 

CBMA intends to remain for the foreseeable future an upstream CBM concern focused on Indonesia. 

This reflects the expertise and knowledge of management and the perceived excellent exploration and 

development opportunities in the country. In outline, CBMA’s strategic approach involves leasing large 

prospective CBM blocks followed by the rapid de-risking of projects followed by reserves estimation 

and monetisation through asset sales. We believe it is unlikely that CBMA will participate in large-scale 

commercial development programmes. Following the recent creation of the joint venture with 

ExxonMobil, CBMA’s near-term strategic thrust is very much directed towards establishing the first of 

two initial pilot projects in the Barito Basin in mid-2013. CBMA’s role as the operator of the joint 

venture with ExxonMobil of necessity involves an expansion of the operational and technical 

headcount in Jakarta. Headcount here is presently 16 and will rise to 20 following the appointment of a 

VP operations, procurement manager, engineering manager and drilling manager. This will take 

headcount corporately to 25.  

To help reduce future operational and investment commitments, CBMA is now contemplating farm-

outs of some majority-owned PSC positions. The company’s longer-term objective is to maintain a 

recoverable resource base of 15tcf rather than the 30tcf or so it believes it might have currently, 

including joint study projects and PSC options.  

Indonesia CBM backdrop: Early stage, but highly promising 

Commercial CBM exploration and development in Indonesia is at an early stage. Development 

potential, however, appears highly promising. This stems from a substantial resource base and 

reservoir characteristics that compare favourably with those in North America and Australia, the two 

regions where CBM development is most advanced. Importantly, Indonesia’s coal formations tend to 

be laterally continuous and largely uninterrupted by faulting. This contrasts with China and Europe 

where faulting has been a major impediment to rapid CBM development.  

Indonesia has one of the world’s largest CBM resource bases. According to ARI, gas initially in place 

(GIIP) stands at 453tcf, which compares with around 700tcf in the US and 500tcf or more in each of 

Australia, Canada and China. Eleven CBM basins have been identified, with the four largest and most 

prospective being South Sumatra (183tcf), Barito (102tcf) Kutai (80tcf) and Central Sumatra (53tcf). 

The Barito and Kutai basins are both located on Kalimantan island.  

So far, the VICO Sanga Sanga BP/ENI JV is the only Indonesian CBM operation to have been 

commercialised. Elsewhere, the most advanced CBM projects in Indonesia are the Dart Energy 

Sangatta West project in East Kalimantan and PT Medco/CBMA Sekayu. 

Regulatory regime  
Historically, the Indonesian oil and gas regulatory body was BP Migas. In a surprise move, however, it 

was disbanded in November 2012 by Indonesia’s Constitutional Court. A new regulatory body, SKSP 

Migas, was created in late 2012 by the Indonesian president under the supervision of the Ministry of 

Energy and Mineral Resources. Concern has been expressed in industry circles about the 

disbandment of Migas, but the president has assured foreign investors that all existing production 

sharing contracts will be honoured. 
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Exhibit 1: CBMA project portfolio 

 Sumatra Kalimantan 

 South 
Sekayu 

Central 
Hulu 

Central 
Riau Barat 

II 

Kutai 
Kutai-West 

Kutai 
Besar 

Kutai Kutai 
II 

Barito KK I Barito 
Banjar I 

Barito 
Barito I 

Barito 
Barito I 

Barito 
Tapin 

Total excl 
Kutai II 

PSC status Granted Granted Joint study Granted Granted Granted Granted Granted Granted Granted Granted  
CBM working interest 26% 70% 80% 18% 70% 40% 80% 37.5% 37.5% 35% 35%  
Operator PT Medco CBMA CBMA Newton CBMA Ephindo CBMA CBMA CBMA CBMA CBMA  
Partners             
   Newton Energy    55.0%         
   PT Medco 50.0%            
   Ephindo Energy 21.5%   27.0%  60%       
   ExxonMobil        37.5% 37.5% 35.0% 35.0%  
   Tranaco   20%    20%      
   Sugico        25.0% 25.0% 30.0% 30.0%  
   Other 2.5% 30%   30%        
Area             
   Gross km2 580 519 1,362 869 830 487 1,501 712 801 1,874 871 9,919 
   Net km2 151 363 1,090 156 581 195 1,201 267 300 656 301 5,066 
   Net acres  37297 89,661 269,230 38,532 143,507 48,165 296,647 65,949 74,100 162,032 74,347 1,251,302 
Geological estimates (CBM Asia) 
Useable area 65% 55% 70% 65% 25% 75% 50% 75% 75% 75% 65%  
Net coal thickness (ft) 158 115 115 94 50 94 193 213 197 230 262  
Gas content cf/tonne 150 130 130 300 160 200 110 170 170 180 200  
Ash moisture content 20% 20% 20% 15% 15% 15% 28% 20% 20% 20% 20%  
Coal density (tonne acre/ft) 1,800 1,800 1,800 1,800 1,800 1,800 1,800 1,800 1,800 1,800 1,800  
Permeability (Md) 187 187 100 5 to15 25 5 to 15 25 25 25 25 25  
Recovery rate % 55% 55% 55% 50% 55% 55% 55% 60% 60% 60% 60%  
Resources/reserves 
   GIP (bcf) (usable) 1,931 1,518 5,070 7,958 627 2,595 5,100 6,877 7,156 20,696 2,638 59,572 
   Gross recoverable gas (bcf) 1,062 835 2,788 3,916 345 1,427 2,805 4,126 4,294 12,418 1,583 34,172 
   Net recoverable gas (bcf) 276 459 2,231 705 242 571 2,244 1,547 1,610 4,346 554 14,214 
Netherland, Sewell estimate 
   NI 51-101 gross (bcf) 1,062 0 0 3,916 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,978 
   NI 51-101 net (bcf) 276 0 0 705 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 981 

Source: Resource estimates, Edison Investment Research and Netherland Sewell (NSAI) 
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Project review 

Overview and resources: Substantial acreage and prospective 
resource base 
CBMA has working interests in nine granted PSCs (Sekayu, Hulu, Kutai-West, Kutai Besar, Barito KKI, 

Barito Banjar I, Barito Banjar II, Barito I and Barito Tapin) and a joint study exploration project (Riau 

Barat II). An interest in another PSC, Kutai II, is under arbitration. The land position is a substantial 

5,070km2 net (9,919km2 gross) or 1.25m acres net (2.45m acres gross) across Indonesia’s four largest 

CBM basins, South Sumatra, Central Sumatra, Barito and Kutai. Seven of the PSCs (Hulu, Kutai 

Besar, Barito KKI, Barito Banjar, Barito Banjar II, Barito I and Barito Tapin) along with the joint study 

project are operated by CBMA. In addition, CBMA has three joint study projects under application, 

three joint study options and three PSC options. These projects and options cover 8,610km2 net 

(16,590km2 gross) or 2.13m acres net.  

CBMA has a substantial, albeit unrisked resource base. Independently audited resources presently 

stand at a significant 981bcf, split 276bcf Sekayu and 705bcf Kutai West. Based on a combination of 

CBMA and Netherland Sewell data for each of the nine granted PSCs along with the joint study 

exploration project, we estimate that recoverable resources amount to 34.2tcf gross or 14.2tcf net 

(2.37boe). CBMA believes that including the joint study projects under application plus the PSC 

options, total prospective resources could, in fact, be in the region of 30tcf. To put the resource base 

into perspective, the 14.2tcf estimate for the PSCs plus the joint study exploration project is 

approaching half that of the 30tcf of the Powder River Basin (PRB) in Wyoming, the world’s second-

largest source of CBM. CBMA considers that the PRB is the best commercial analogue for its 

Indonesian CBM plays. 

ExxonMobil joint venture: Major JV in the Barito and Kutai Basins 
JV structure: CBMA announced in late December 2012 that it had entered into a CBM exploration and 

development joint venture agreement with ExxonMobil relating to acreage in the Barito Basin, South 

Kalimantan and the Kutai Basin, East Kalimantan. In the case of the Barito Basin CBMA has farmed 

into four existing CBM PSCs. Its participating interest is scheduled to be 37.5% for Banjar I and Banjar 

II and 35% for Barito I and Tapin I. ExxonMobil will have equal interests while the Jakarta-based energy 

and mining concern Sugico will have the balancing 25-30%. The Kutai Basin aspect of the JV provides 

CBMA with the right to farm into certain additional PSCs on a 50:50 basis with ExxonMobil.  

As consideration, CBMA has agreed to finance the first two pilot projects involving 10 wells at a total 

cost of about US$15m. Thereafter, exploration and development costs will be split 50:50 by CBMA 

and ExxonMobil. Importantly, CBMA will be the operator of the joint ventures in both the Barito and 

Kutai basins. Clearly, CBMA’s ability to secure the operatorship is a considerable vote of confidence in 

its technical and operational CBM capabilities. In all likelihood it is also testimony to CBMA’s potential 

to operate at substantially lower cost than an oil and gas major in the specialised field of CBM.  

Barito Basin prospectivity: The CBMA chairman has referred to the Barito Basin as being one of the 

“world’s best undeveloped CBM basins”. Data on the Basin is plentiful given extensive seismic 

coverage, intensive oil and gas drilling activity and widespread coal mining operations. Significantly, 

Exxon is believed to have already drilled six CBM wells on the area covered by the four PSCs. As the 

chairman has noted, the coal deposits are at optimum depth of 1,000-5,000ft, exceptionally thick, 

laterally continuous, gas-charged and have simple structures. Strong gas kicks have been 
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encountered below 1,000ft. The principal target coal group is the Warukin at a depth of 2,000-3,000ft. 

Compared with the PRB, the Barito Basin appears superior as a CBM play on a number of 

parameters. Taking net coal seam thickness, for example, across the four joint venture PSCs the 

average is 226ft against 120ft for the PRB. Greater thickness points to the potential for significantly 

higher gas in place per acre for Barito. Gas content at around 180cft/ton in Barito is also significantly 

higher than the 50cf/ton or so for the PRB. Barito’s permeability at an estimated 25md, however, 

although adequate, is considerably lower than the PRB’s 500md.  

Resource base: As yet, the Barito Basin PSCs have no independently assessed resources. However, 

based on CBMA control data for key parameters we can arrive at some tentative conclusions 

regarding the potential scale of the recoverable resource base. Our estimates suggest a sizeable 

22.4tcf gross and 8.1tcf net. The latter is equivalent to 57% of estimated net recoverable resources.  

Work programme: The initial plan under the joint venture with ExxonMobil is to establish two five-well 

pilot projects in 2013/14 with one on Banjar II and the other on Barito I. The purpose of the exercise is 

to assess flow rates and hence, commerciality. CBMA has indicated that work is expected to start on 

the first pilot in June 2013. Drilling time should be relatively short at about 10 days per well. Allowing 

around three months for dewatering, production could conceptually begin by late fourth quarter 2013. 

We would expect work on the second pilot project to start towards the end of the first quarter of 2014 

with production following late in the second quarter or early in the third quarter of the same year. The 

next stage in the proceedings would probably be contingent reserve assessment.  

Production rates and the shape of the production curve post dewatering are of course unknowns at 

this stage, given the absence of CBM development in the Barito Basin. In our view, production from 

the pilots would initially have to be flared. Subsequently, a small-scale commercialisation project could 

be undertaken assuming adequate gas flow .This would involve supplying gas to a generating set 

powered by specialised gas-fuelled engines. Such gen-sets are available from the likes of GE 

Jenbacher, Caterpillar and Cummins. In addition to the gen-set, a gas to power project would require 

modest civil engineering work and the installation of power transmission and distribution facilities.  

Depending on the size of the gen-set, we believe that a small-scale gas-power commercialisation 

project might cost in the region of C$0.7m, but the outlay could probably be significantly reduced by 

deploying used equipment. As far as we are aware, it would not be CBMA’s intention to invest in a 

commercial gen-set project. We are also unaware that CBMA has secured a third-party to make the 

investment, although we believe it has had some discussions with GE and others on this subject. It 

should also be noted that a third party would be unlikely to commit to an investment in a gen-set plus 

the related facilities until flow rates and the required specification are known. In practice we think it 

unlikely that more than very modest sales of gas can be made before end 2014. Large-scale 

commercialisation of a prospective Barito Basin CBM project will probably have to wait until 2015. 

From viability and valuation perspectives, however, the key issue is not the timing of the 

commercialisation but the rate of gas flow.  

Sekayu: South Sumatra Basin, most advanced project 
Overview and JV structure: Sekayu is CBMA’s most advanced project. CBMA’s working interest is 26% 

held through 100% ownership of South Sumatra Energy (SSE). The remaining shareholders are 

Ephindo Energy 21.5%, Far East Methane LLC (FEM) 2.5% and PT Medco Energi 50%. Ephindo is a 

Jakarta-based CBM development specialist, while FEM is a private company owned by Charles W 

Bloomquist and the late Harvey S Price, both officers (or former officers) and/or directors of CBMA. PT 

Medco, Indonesia’s leading oil and gas company, is the operator. 
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The Sekayu Block covers 580km2 and is located in the east-central South Sumatra Basin, about 75km 

west of Palembang, the capital of South Sumatra province. Significantly, the property lies only about 

30km to the west of the Trans Sumatra trunk pipeline. This links the South Sumatra Basin with 

Chevron’s Duri Steamflood operations and Singapore to the north and Jakarta on Java to the south.  

Drilling activity and resources: Before the Sekayu PSC was granted, considerable drilling and seismic 

activity was undertaken either on or in close proximity to the block. The Sekayu partners, therefore 

started with an excellent body of data for the coal seam structure, coal depths and thicknesses and 

gas indications. Medco Energi has drilled four vertical CBM wells at Sekayu targeting the Miocene age 

Middle and Lower Palembang formations. Results have been highly encouraging. At two wells, SE-

CBM 02 and SE-CBM 03, gas has flowed to the surface. Regarding key reservoir parameters, net coal 

seam thickness appears to be well over 100ft while at SE-CBM 04 the gas content averaged an 

excellent 141cf/ton. About 40km to the south of Sekayu, Dart Energy has brought gas to the surface.  

Based on a number of key parameters Sekayu compares very favourably with the PRB. This applies 

particularly in terms of depth/pressure, coal seam thickness, gas content and gas saturation. For 

example, coal seam thickness at 147ft is significantly greater than the 120ft of the PRB (potentially 

more gas in place for Sekayu), gas content at comfortably over 100cf/ton is well above the PRB’s 

50cf/ton and gas saturation at 95% is significantly in excess of the 60% of the PRB. The greater depth 

of the Sekayu reservoir at about 2,000ft, against 1,200ft for the PRB, implies higher pressure and 

potentially a greater flow rate than for the latter. 

On a prospective recoverable basis, gas resources were given by Netherland, Sewell & Associates in 

September 2011 as 1.06tcf gross (177mmboe) on a best estimate basis using a 55% recovery factor. 

CBMA’s net interest is 276bcf. It should be noted that the Netherland, Sewell resource estimate is 

unrisked and reflects exploration potential based on a PRB analogue rather than a statement of 

reserves.  

Work programme: PT Medco had been expecting to commence pilot production at Sekayu by the 

fourth quarter of 2012 to test flow rates. However, due to other priorities PT Medco has delayed the 

pilot and uncertainty surrounds when it might commence. We believe that the earliest that work could 

commence would be late in the second quarter of 2013. The pilot is scheduled to include the re-coring 

of well 01 and the dewatering of wells 02, 03 and 04. Allowing for a three-month dewatering period, 

production is unlikely to start before the fourth quarter of 2013 at the earliest. We would expect test 

production to be undertaken for at least three months. As in the case of the Barito pilots, we think it 

also probable that the gas will initially be flared. Assuming viable gas flows, a small-scale gas-power 

commercialisation project may be established based on a gen-set powered by a gas-fuelled engine.  

Providing that results from the first pilot are positive, a second such project will probably be undertaken 

at Sekayu. A production start-up may be possible by the fourth quarter of 2014, which could pave the 

way in 2015 for a reserves audit and large-scale commercial production plan including a Sumatra 

Pipeline tie-in.  

Kutai West: Kutai Basin eastern Kalimantan, encouraging well data, 
recent NSAI resource estimate 
The Kutai West project covers 869km2 and is located in the Kutai Basin in eastern Kalimantan. 

Significantly, the property is immediately to the west of VICO’s Sanga Sanga project and about 50km 

south of Dart’s Sangatta block. It is also within about 25km of the Bontang LNG facility. CBMA’s 

working interest in Kutai West is 18%. The remaining working interests are Ephindo Ithabi CBM 

Holdings 27% and Newton Energy (the CBM subsidiary of Jakarta-based coal producer, Harum 
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Energy) 55%. Newton is the operator while CBMA is the technical lead. CBMA is responsible for 30% 

of the capital costs until it has paid for its earn-in. 

A four-well drilling programme was commenced in March 2012 and was completed in the third quarter 

of 2012. The results were encouraging, particularly in terms of gas content, coal seam thickness and 

gas quality. Gas content has generally been above 200cft/tonne and on the fourth well averaged 

275cf/tonne. The latter was among the highest readings to date in Indonesia and more than five times 

higher than in the PRB. Netherland Sewell’s best estimate of gas content is an impressive 300cf/tonne. 

Net coal seam thickness has fallen broadly in the 80-105ft range, which, although less than the PRB’s 

120ft, still represents a highly satisfactory reading in terms of resource potential. Permeability at  

5-15md is substantially lower than the PRB’s 500md, but in all likelihood adequate. Indicative of gas 

quality, the last well of the programme yielded a concentration of methane and other hydrocarbon gas 

of over 97% with very low carbon dioxide.  

Netherland, Sewell undertook a resource assessment for Kutai West in January 2013. On a best 

estimate basis prospective recoverable resources were given as 3.2tcf gross and 705bcf net to CBMA. 

The positive drilling results and the scale of the resource suggest that Kutai West is likely to progress 

to the pilot stage. As yet, the operator has made no commitments. The work programme for 2013 is 

to drill one exploration well in the western portion of the block and dewater the CBM-KW-01 well to 

prove production potential and the extent of the sweet spots.  

Hulu: Central Sumatra Basin, CBMA operator, pilot project planned in 
Central Sumatra 
The Hulu project is located in the Central Sumatra Basin about 300km north-west of Sekayu adjacent 

to the Trans Sumatra pipeline. It covers 519km2 gross. CBMA has a 70% working interest and is the 

operator. Like Sekayu, seismic and conventional drilling has been undertaken on the property so data 

is available on key reservoir parameters. We estimate net recoverable resources for Hulu at 459bcf. 

CBMA has indicated that it intends to establish a five-well pilot project in the Central Sumatran Basin in 

2013. Work is expected to commence in October. CBMA will finance 100% of the project’s estimated 

cost. On the schedule outlined, production could commence late in the first quarter or early in the 

second quarter of 2013. 

Exhibit 2: How CBMAs PSCs compare with the Powder River Basin 

  Wyoming US Indonesia  Indonesia Comment 

Powder River  South Sumatra East Kalimantan 

Big George Coal  Sekayu PSC  Kutai West PSC 

Reservoir property Parameter Source Parameter Source Parameter Source 
Depth (ft) 1,200 BBC 2,000 Well logs 1,000-

2,500 
Schlumberger Deeper=more pressure, higher 

gas content 
Coal thickness (ft) 120 BBC 147 Well logs 100 Well logs Thicker=more potential gas in 

place 
Coal rank (Ro) 0.30% USGS 0.3%-0.4% Lab test 0.4-0.47% Joint study Higher rank=higher potential 

gas content 
Gas content  
(ft3/ton d.a.f) 

50 USGS >100 Corelab 150-280 Geogas Higher gas content=more 
potential GIP 

Gas saturation 60% USGS 95% Weatherford 79-100% Geogas Higher saturation=faster 
potential gas production 

Permeability (md) 500 USGS 500 Medco 5-15 Schlumberger Comparable to adequate 
Jan 2013 gas 
price (US$/mcf) 

3.32 Bloomberg 5.50-9.40 Public 7.50-12.00 Public Indonesian price premium 

Source: CBMA and organisations mentioned above. Note: BBC=Bill Barrett Corporation, USGS=US Geological Survey 2004, gas price for 
Wyoming is based on the Cheyenne hub. 
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Riau Barat II: Central Sumatra joint study project, geological study 
results positive 
Riau Barat is an early stage joint study project covering 1,382km2 in the Central Sumatra Basin about 

80km north-west of the Hulu PSC. CBMA has an 80% participating interest and is the operator. Its 

partner in the project with the balancing 20% interest is PT Tranaco Utama. A geological study was 

undertaken in 2012 to determine the viability of the study area for CBM exploration and development. 

We understand the results were positive and that CBMA will now apply for a PSC.  

Economics: Potentially attractive based on scoping study 
PSCs: CBMA’s Indonesian projects are operated under the auspices of 30-year production sharing 

contracts. The key elements of the PSCs are royalties depending on the project of 5-10%, petroleum 

tax of 19.6% and corporate income tax of 44%. Cost recovery of 90% is allowed before levying 

income tax. The contractor’s revenue take is typically expected to be 45%. Historically CBMA has put 

the initial exploration and evaluation costs for a PSC at US$15-20m. This comprises about US$3m for 

the acquisition of land, signature bonus and geological study, US$4-6m for a four-well core drilling and 

test programme and US$6-10m for two pilot projects to prove commercialisation and estimate 

reserves at the 80% confidence level. Recently, CBMA has suggested that exploration/evaluation 

costs per PSC can probably be cut to US$8.5-10m where blocks are contiguous. Effectively, due to 

the uniformity of the geology over wide areas, data gained in one block helps de-risk adjoining zones.  

Prices: Indonesian domestic gas prices are high by US or Australian standards and provide a partial 

offset to a fairly tough fiscal regime. Broadly speaking, domestic prices in the key markets of south 

Sumatra and western Java are between US$5-8/mcf. Prices for Chevron’s Duri steam flood project in 

northern Sumatra are about US$11/mcf, while netback prices for supplies to the Bongtang LNG plant 

could also be similar. Upstream natural gas prices in Indonesia are unregulated.  

EUR and production curve: CBMA believes that estimated ultimate recovery (EUR) per well for the 

Indonesian basins where it has exposure is likely to be around 1bcf. This is based on information 

gathered to date and by analogy with the PRB. CBMA would expect economic levels of production 

over at least 25 years. Hypothetically, the curve might rise from around 80mcf/d per well in year one to 

a peak of approaching 250mcf/d in year three. Subsequently it declines gradually to about 75mcf/d by 

year 15 before levelling out to the minimum economic rate of 25mcf/d reached in year 25.  

Production well costs: Well capital costs, including completion and compression, are expected to be 

about US$765,000 or US$0.77/mcf, using 1bcf of recoverable reserves. This assumes vertical drilling 

to about 2,200ft and no fracking. Well costs are expected to be higher than in the PRB reflecting 

generally greater depths and the higher cost of drilling services and supplies in Indonesia. CBMA 

estimates that to produce 1tcf of gas it would have to drill approaching a thousand wells over 

approximately 15 years. It is perhaps worth noting, however, that CBMA does not see itself 

undertaking large-scale commercialisation. 

Operating costs: The variable element in operating cost is expected by CBMA to be modest at about 

US$0.25/mcf and mainly includes gas used for compression purposes. In addition, there are fixed 

operating costs largely related to maintenance, which might add another US$0.72/mcf or so on 

average over the life of the project. In the early phase of a CBM project dewatering costs are likely to 

be sizeable, but after a year or two should decline sharply. On average, dewatering could be in the 

region of US$0.34/mcf. Overall, CBMA believes that variable operating costs may be about 

US$1.3/mcf. G&A costs associated with production are estimated by CBMA to be about 

US$0.47/mcf, so overall cash costs would approach US$1.8/mcf. This constitutes an internationally 

competitive cost base and leaves plenty of leeway relative to prevailing prices of US$7/mcf. 
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Payback: CBMA’s scoping study for a prospective 1tcf CBM development project in Indonesia points 

to the potential for significant cash netbacks once the initial heavy dewatering costs have been 

overcome. As with all CBM projects, a key issue is the lag before peak production rates can be 

achieved. Based on the scoping study, payback could be achievable by year four.  

Sensitivities: Completion and operational risk on Exxon JV 

As an early-stage CBM venture, CBMA has significant inherent technical and operational risks. In this 

context it is perhaps worth noting that CBM projects outside Australia and North America have had 

difficulty in gaining traction. Against this, however, CBMA believes that the excellent geological 

characteristics of Indonesia’s CBM basins make them highly prospective for development. Effectively, 

the company sees the Indonesian basins as being more analogous to those in Australia and North 

America than in China, where the pace of CBM development has been disappointingly slow. It should 

also be noted that ExxonMobil, BP, Total and Santos are pursuing CBM exploration in Indonesia 

whereas such large players have long ago exited China and Europe.  

The key issue for CBMA in 2013 is determining just how quickly it can commence work on the first of 

the pilot production projects in the Barito Basin under the joint venture with ExxonMobil. As the first 

CBMA operated pilot project, this will of course be a major test of its operational and technical 

capabilities. Following the start-up of the pilot the focus will rapidly switch to well performance. Clearly, 

commercial flow rates could be transformational, while a sub-par performance would inevitably be a 

significant setback. Key parameters in terms of flow will be permeability and the ability to depressurise 

the reservoir over a viable period of time. Assuming, however, that CBMA’s view of Barito Basin 

prospectivity is corroborated, the risks concerning the two pilot projects are rather more applications-

engineering than geology related. The key task will be to establish optimal completion procedures.  

Early stage hydrocarbon exploration concerns are unavoidably cash hungry and CBMA is no 

exception. This inevitably raises financing issues. Further risks relate to possible disputes with joint-

venture partners and land owners and changes to the regulatory regime. Legal disputes can result in 

significant costs as CBMA has found on Kutai II.  

Exhibit 3: US natural gas valuations 

 Market capitalisation 
US$/mcfe 

  EV 
US$/mcfe 

Stock Symbol  Price/ 
share 

Market 
cap 
($m) 

EV $m Proved 
reserves 

bcfe 

Proved + 
prospective 

resources bcfe 

1P 1P + 
prospective 

resources 

1P 1P + 
prospective 

resources 
CBM Asia TCF: TSXV C$0.23 38.6 33.4 0 981 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.03 
CBM Asia TCF: TSXV C$0.23 38.6 33.4 0 14,214 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Bill Barrett  BBG: NYSE $16.00 770 2,074 1,365 3,269 0.56 0.24 1.52 0.63 
Cabot Oil & Gas COG:NYSE $52.48 11,034 12,058 3,033 27,533 3.64 0.40 3.98 0.44 
Chesapeake 
Energy 

CHK: NYSE $20.21 13,433 34,935 21,300 484,789 0.63 0.03 1.64 0.07 

Cimarex  XEC: NYSE $63.51 5,496 6,321 2,050 6,410 2.68 0.86 3.08 0.99 
EOG Resources EOG: NYSE $127.33 34,502 39,695 12,324 19,860 2.80 1.74 3.22 2.00 
Newfield  NFX: NYSE $29.15 3,935 7,000 3,900 6,500 1.01 0.61 1.79 1.08 
Pioneer Natural 
Res 

PXD: NYSE $119.36 14,709 18,113 6,378 46,800 2.31 0.31 2.84 0.39 

Quicksilver 
Resources 

KWK: 
NYSE 

$2.50 432 2,590 2,830 14,830 0.15 0.03 0.92 0.17 

Range Resources RRC: NYSE $67.25 10,941 13,790 5,054 65,054 2.16 0.17 2.73 0.21 
Sandridge SD: NYSE $6.36 3,119 9,058 3,198  0.98 0.00 2.83 0.00 
Southwestern 
Energy 

SWN: NYSE $33.94 11,890 13,568 5,893  2.02 0.00 2.30 0.00 

Ultra Petroleum UPL: NYSE $17.85 2,728 4,829 7,260 16,050 0.38 0.17 0.67 0.30 

Source: Bloomberg, company reports and Edison Investment Research. Note: Prices are at 4 February 2013. 
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Valuation: Sum-of-parts C$793m, scoping study points to upside 

Understandingly perhaps, given CBMA’s status as an early stage play in a new CBM province, 

investors have taken a cautious approach to the stock. A manifestation of this is that the market 

capitalisation of C$31.9m is little more than the net capital raised since 2008 of C$30m. However, in 

early 2013 the stock was trading in line with or a little above the 2012 placement price of 

C$0.18/share. Essentially, CBMA is now a play firstly on whether the principal Indonesian coal bearing 

basins are indeed broadly analogous to those in the US and secondly just how quickly its key projects 

can be de-risked and monetised through asset sales. As far as the first point is concerned, there is a 

growing body of evidence to suggest that the key Indonesian coal basins do indeed compare 

favourably in terms CBM potential with the PRB.  

Exhibit 4: Asia-Pacific unconventional gas peer group valuations 

     Enterprise value   EV US$/mcf 

Stock Symbol Project 
locations 

Price/ 
share 

Market cap -
local currency 

(m) 

Local 
currency 

(m) 

US$ 3P 
reserves 

bcf 

3P plus 
prospective 

resources 
bcf 

3P 3P + 
prospective 

resources 

CBM Asia TCF: TSX Indonesia C$0.23 38.6 33.4 33.8 0 981 0 0.03 
Dart Energy DTE: ASX A, Ind, In, 

C, E 
A$0.14 123 54.1 56.8 140 14,940 0.41 0.01 

Far Eastern 
Energy 

FEEC: 
OTC US 

China  US$0.11 37.9 59.3 54.5 549 549 0.10 0.10 

GDG GDG: AIM China  252.5p 344.8 356.6 574.1 2,513 4,422 0.23 0.13 
Great Eastern 
Energy 

GEEC: LN India 267.5p 318.7 372.5 599.7 180 878 0.30 0.68 

Leyshon 
Resources 

LRL: 
ASX/AIM 

China  A$0.235 58.6 7.6 8.0 0 720 0 0.01 

Sino Gas & 
Energy 

SEH: ASX China  A$0.145 179.6 179.4 188.4 13 1,059 14.5 0.18 

Source: Bloomberg, company reports. Note: All prices are at 4 February 2013. A is Australia, Ind is Indonesia, C is China and E is Europe. 
Exchange rates: C$0.987/US$, US$1.05/A$, US$1.61/£. 

Through a 2012 scoping study, based on a conceptual 1tcf recoverable CBM project in Indonesia, 

CBMA has pointed to the potential valuation upside once commercial viability has been established 

and there is a proven resource base. The study gives an NPV10 of between US$400-700m ($2.38-

4.17/share) assuming gas price realisations of US$6-8/mcf. Taking the mean of the range, the implied 

valuation quotient is US$0.55/mcf. Interestingly, this is much in line with the average enterprise value 

per mcf for our peer group of gas-orientated US independents based on proved reserves plus 

prospective resources. 

We believe CBMA’s valuation can best be assessed in terms of a risked sum-of-the-parts or projects 

calculation. Using this approach, valuations for each project are based on the risked net recoverable 

resource potential multiplied by an appropriate price/mcf quotient. Reflecting the considerable 

progress already made along the de-risking curve, we have risked the Netherland Sewell resource 

estimates for Sekayu and Kutai West by a relatively high 0.50. For the other projects due to their earlier 

stage of appraisal we have applied considerably lower risk factors. In the case of the Exxon joint 

venture projects, we have used 0.20. It should be noted here that some drilling has already taken 

place, data is available on key parameters and CBMA is moving directly to the pilot project stage. In 

practice, therefore, CBMA is at a reasonably advanced stage along the de-risking curve. For the 

remaining four projects we have applied risk factors of 0.10 and 0.15.  

Our valuation quotient is US$0.30/mcf. In arriving at this number we took into account the quotients 

for the NPV calculation of US$0.55/mcf, the US gas plays of US$0.63/mcf and a peer group of 

unconventional Asia gas plays of US$0.18/mcf based on 3P and prospective resources. Given that 
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CBMA is a junior gas explorer rather than a well-established natural gas E&P concern, we believe a 

substantial discount is justified in relation to the US plays and by implication the NPV derived quotient. 

Our choice of quotient reflects a discount of about 50% to the US level, but stands at a premium to 

the average for the Asia-Pacific unconventional gas peers. The premium reflects the high quality of 

CBMA’s projects in terms of key CBM parameters, the laterally continuous nature of Indonesia’s coal 

seams across broad areas and the apparent excellence of the data base.  

Exhibit 5: CBMA sum-of-the-parts valuation 

PSC Working 
interest  

(%) 

Net  
acreage 

Resource 
source 

Net 
recoverable 

resources (bcf) 

Valuation 
quotient 
($/mcf) 

Unrisked 
value  
($m) 

Risk factor Risked 
value ($m) 

Sekayu  26 37,297 NSAI 276 0.30 83 0.50 41 
Kutai West 18 38,532 NSAI 705 0.30 212 0.50 106 
Barito Banjar I 37.5 65,949 Edison/CBMA 1,547 0.30 464 0.20 93 
Barito Banjar II 37.5 74,100 Edison/CBMA 1,610 0.30 483 0.20 97 
Barito Barito I 35.0 162,032 Edison/CBMA 4,346 0.30 1,304 0.20 261 
Barito Tapin 35.0 74,347 Edison/CBMA 554 0.30 166 0.20 33 
Central Hulu  70.0 89,661 Edison/CBMA 459 0.30 138 0.15 21 
Central Riau Barat II 80.0 269,230 Edison/CBMA 2,231 0.30 669 0.10 67 
Kutai Besar 70.0 143,507 Edison/CBMA 242 0.30 73 0.10 7 
Barito KK I 80.0 296,647 Edison/CBMA 2,244 0.30 673 0.10 67 
Total  1,251,302  14214  4,264  793 
Value/share (168.0m)  4.72 

Source: Edison Investment Research. Note: The above assumes a neutral net cash/debt position for CBMA. 

Applying the above methodology we would assign a valuation to CBMA’s nine PSCs and one joint 

study project of C$793m. This translates into C$4.72/share using the current number of shares 

outstanding of 168.0m. Note that this valuation takes no account of CBMA’s acreage under option. 

The valuation indicated above should be viewed as a long-term statement of absolute value rather 

than a short-term price target. It also needs to be pointed out that CBMA’s cash needs for project de-

risking are likely to be sizeable over the medium term in relation to the current market capitalisation. 

Bearing in mind the scale of the financing requirement to de-risk, we have also looked at valuation 

using the above methodology, but assuming equity financing for the likely work programme in 2013/14 

(Sekayu, Kutai West, Banjar II, Barito I and Riau Barat). For the purposes of the exercise we have taken 

a total financing requirement of C$50m and assumed that capital is raised at C$0.18/share, which 

would boost shares outstanding from 168m to 445.8m. This would result in a valuation of C$572m or 

C$1.3/share.  

Several potential catalysts: Reflecting the work programme, CBMA is likely to generate plenty of high-

impact news flow in 2013 and beyond. We see the key potential share price catalysts as follows: 

 Confirmation of the drilling schedule for the first Exxon JV pilot production project.  

 PT Medco’s announcement of the drilling schedule for the Sekayu pilot.  

 Announcement by Newton Energy of its drilling and dewatering programme at Kutai West.  

 Confirmation of the timing of the pilot production programme in the Central Sumatra Basin. 

 News on a planned partial farm-out of assets in Central Sumatra.  

Financials 

Income statement: Heavy financing requirement 
Since incorporation, CBMA has focused exclusively on exploration and appraisal activity. Significantly, 

exploration outlays have been expensed through the income statement. This policy will be continued 

until such time as projects are commercialised. In the year to date September 2012 CBMA reported a 
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loss at the EBITDA level of C$7.3m against C$6.3m a year previously. Outlays on exploration and 

evaluation were down C$305,000 to C$4.6m, but this was more than offset by a C$1.2m increase in 

cash-related overheads. Reflecting the work programme, the Kutai West and Sekayu projects 

accounted for the bulk of the exploration and evaluation outlays through the first nine months of 2012 

at C$2.0m and C$1.7m respectively. The balancing C$0.9m was attributable to the Hulu, Besar, Kuala 

Kapuas, Riau and Hulubalang projects and consisted of acquisition costs and consulting fees.  

In the fourth quarter of 2012, exploration and evaluation costs were light due to the absence of drilling 

activity. We would therefore look for outlays of about C$0.5m making C$5.1m for the full year. This 

compares with C$6.7m in 2011. Cash-related overhead, by contrast, is likely to continue trending 

higher in the fourth quarter and for 2012 as a whole could be around C$3.9m. Overall, we would be 

looking at a loss at the EBITDA level in 2012 of around C$9m against C$8.9m in 2011. On a 

normalised PBT basis in 2012 we would expect to see a loss of about C$9.0m. 

Driven by the work programme, cash overhead and particularly exploration outlays are scheduled to 

increase substantially in 2013. Looking at cash overhead we would expect outlays of about C$6.0m 

with the increase of C$2m from 2012 being largely attributable to a full year of the Jakarta office costs, 

higher overheads associated with the Exxon JV and inflation. With regard to overheads, of particular 

importance is the planned increase in headcount. For 2013 we believe exploration and evaluation 

outlays could be around C$20m. We see the broad breakdown of this by major project as follows: 

 Exxon Barito Basin joint venture five-well pilot plus one core well C$7.5m. 

 Central Sumatra Basin five-well pilot C$6.5m. 

 Sekayu dewatering programme plus coring of the CBM-SE-01 well C$2m. 

 Kutai West dewatering of CBM-KW01 well plus drilling one exploration well C$1m. 

 Miscellaneous and contingencies C$3m. 

We would expect the financing requirement before working capital in 2013 to be about C$26m. 

For 2014 we would expect another year of substantial exploration and evaluation spending, although 

the amount could be somewhat less than in 2013. Tentatively we would look for outlays of about 

C$17m. The key project in terms of outlays is likely to be the second pilot under the ExxonMobil joint 

venture. In addition, we think there could be pilot and dewatering projects at Kutai West, Central 

Sumatra and Sekayu. G&A overhead will probably continue to rise, reflecting the increasing scale and 

complexity of the company and inflationary influences. We would look for about C$6.6m.  

Balance sheet and cash flow: Spectre of equity injections to finance 
work programme 
Since inception, the vast bulk of CBMA’s financing needs have been largely filled by periodic injections 

of equity. Between 2008 and 2011 CBMA raised C$17.2m in equity, while during 2012 a further 

C$16.0m gross or C$12.8m net was added through a placing at C$0.18/share.  

At the end of the third quarter of 2012, the last reporting period, CBMA’s balance sheet was in good 

shape. There was a cash position of C$5.2m, while net current assets and shareholders’ equity were 

both C$6.2m. Reflecting low exploration activity, the 2012 fourth quarter financing requirement is 

believed to have been relatively subdued. We would look for a cash outflow of C$1.7m, which would 

imply a 2012 year-end cash position of C$3.5m. Bearing in mind the major work programme planned 

together with rising overheads, the financing requirement is likely to be substantial in 2013 and 2014. 

As indicated previously, these two factors imply about C$26m in 2013, while the operatorship of the 

Barito Basin projects will probably also boost working capital requirements. Overall, we are looking for 

a financing requirement of C$27m in 2013, which would suggest net debt at the end of the year of 

about C$23.9m. Based on the scenario for capital expenditure and overheads mentioned previously, 
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we look for a financing requirement in 2014 of another C$28m or so. The scale of financing needs in 

2013 combined with the modest cash position inevitably raises the spectre of further equity injections. 

The quid pro quo of course is that the financing should, with a relatively short lag, result in a sizeable 

and eminently saleable resource base. 

Exhibit 6: Financial summary 
  C$000s 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012e 2013e 2014e 
Year end: December   UK GAAP IFRS IFRS IFRS IFRS IFRS IFRS 
PROFIT & LOSS           
Revenue     0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cost of Sales   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Gross Profit   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
EBITDA     (1,342) (2,024) (3,447) (8,868) (8,971) (25,969) (23,566) 
Operating Profit (before amort. and except.) (1,342) (2,024) (3,456) (8,873) (8,978) (25,976) (23,574) 
Intangible Amortisation   (4) (8) 0 0 0 0 0 
Exceptionals   (762) (638) (210) (582) (1,179) 0 0 
Other   (479) 556 (65) (22) (276) 0 0 
Operating Profit   (2,588) (2,114) (3,732) (9,477) (10,433) (25,976) (23,574) 
Net Interest   26 71 1 (33) 12 (1,952) (3,911) 
Profit Before Tax (norm)     (1,316) (1,953) (3,456) (8,907) (8,966) (27,929) (27,485) 
Profit Before Tax (FRS 3)     (2,562) (2,044) (3,731) (9,511) (10,421) (27,929) (27,485) 
Tax   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Profit After Tax (norm)   (1,795) (1,398) (3,521) (8,929) (9,242) (27,929) (27,485) 
Profit After Tax (FRS 3)   (2,562) (2,044) (3,731) (9,511) (10,421) (27,929) (27,485) 
          Average Number of Shares Outstanding (m)  18.4 42.7 51.4 65.0 153.7 168.0 168.0 
EPS - normalised (c)     (9.8) (3.3) (6.9) (13.7) (6.0) (16.6) (16.4) 
EPS - normalised and fully diluted (c)   (9.8) (3.3) (6.9) (9.0) (3.4) (9.5) (9.3) 
EPS - (IFRS) (c)     (13.9) (4.8) (7.3) (14.6) (6.8) (16.6) (16.4) 
Dividend per share (p)   0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
          Gross Margin (%)   N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
EBITDA Margin (%)   N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Operating Margin (before GW and except.) 
(%) 

 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

          BALANCE SHEET          
Fixed Assets     2,142 3,715 8 3 22 55 97 
Intangible Assets   2,122 3,703 0 0 0 0 0 
Tangible Assets   20 12 8 3 22 55 97 
Investments   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Current Assets     3,860 3,796 1,632 1,926 4,886 6,022 6,995 
Stocks   0 0 0 0 0 1,500 2,000 
Debtors   45 46 145 73 55 61 67 
Cash   3,199 3,732 679 1,747 3,501 4,115 4,582 
Other   616 18 808 106 1,330 346 346 
Current Liabilities     (727) (282) (936) (1,359) (403) (1,500) (2,000) 
Creditors   (727) (282) (936) (1,051) (403) (1,500) (2,000) 
Short term borrowings   0 0 0 (308) 0 0 0 
Long Term Liabilities     0 0 (31) (33) (43) (28,043) (56,043) 
Long term borrowings   0 0 0 0 0 (28,000) (56,000) 
Other long term liabilities   0 0 (31) (33) (43) (43) (43) 
Net Assets     5,275 7,229 673 537 4,462 (23,466) (50,951) 
          CASH FLOW          
Operating Cash Flow     (2,751) (4,020) (2,905) (8,759) (10,093) (26,369) (23,563) 
Net Interest    26 71 1 (33) (4) (1,960) (3,920) 
Tax   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Capex   (19) 0 (5) (1) (27) (40) (50) 
Acquisitions/disposals   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Financing   4,703 3,360 353 8,793 12,553 0 0 
Restricted cash   0 0 (496) 760 (983) 983 0 
Other   1,240 1,122 0 0 0 0 0 
Net Cash Flow   1,959 (589) (3,053) 760 1,447 (27,386) (27,533) 
Opening net debt/(cash)     0 (3,199) (3,732) (679) (1,439) (3,501) 23,885 
HP finance leases initiated   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Other   0 0 0 0 615 0 0 
Closing net debt/(cash)     (1,959) (2,610) (679) (1,439) (3,501) 23,885 51,418 

Source: Edison Investment Research, CBMA 
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Contact details Revenue by geography 

404-815 Hornby Street, 
Vancouver, 
British Columbia 
Canada, V6Z 2E6 
Phone 1 604 684 2340 
www.cbmasia.ca 

N/A 

 

CAGR metrics Profitability metrics Balance sheet metrics Sensitivities evaluation 

EPS 09-13e N/A 

EPS 11-13e N/A 

EBITDA 09-13e N/A 

EBITDA 11-13e N/A 

Sales 09-13e N/A 

Sales 11-13e N/A 
 

ROCE 12e N/A 

Avg ROCE 09-13e N/A 

ROE 12e N/A 

Gross margin 12e N/A 

Operating margin 12e N/A 

Gr mgn / Op mgn 12e N/A 
 

Gearing 12e N/A 

Interest cover 12e N/A 

CA/CL 12e N/A 

Stock days 12e N/A 

Debtor days 12e N/A 

Creditor days 12e N/A 
 

Litigation/regulatory  

Pensions  

Currency  

Stock overhang  

Interest rates  

Oil/commodity prices  
 

 

Management team  

Chairman: Scott H Stevens CEO: Alan T Charuk 
Scott Stevens, a geologist, is a leading authority on CBM and has 
pioneered the development of the CBM industry in Indonesia. He is 
a senior vice president and director of Washington-based Advanced 
Resources International, a leading unconventional gas consultancy.  

Alan Charuk is CBMA’s founder and a resource sector entrepreneur. 
He has had over 30 years’ experience in the sector and has 
obtained extensive knowledge and expertise in the financing and 
development of exploration and production stage companies in 
Canada and internationally. 

CFO: James Hurren General manager, Indonesia: Keith Potter 

James Hurren has over 11 years of business experience in the oil 
and gas and mining sectors. He has served in the controller and 
CFO roles for other resource sector juniors. He holds a degree in 
accounting from the University of Lethbridge (Alberta) and an MBA 
in finance from the University of Manchester.  

Keith Potter has over 30 years’ international oil and gas experience. 
This includes 12 years’ experience in CBM and 12 years in 
Indonesia. He is a former president of PT Seamgas, a joint venture 
of Westside Corp and PT Bumi Resources. 

 

Principal shareholders (%) 
Indus Capital Partners 16.53 
Clarke Adam 2.44 
Charuk Alan T 2.34 
Friberg James F 0.96 
Stevens Scott H 0.90 
Sharples Clint 0.57 
Charuk James M 0.54 
 

 

Companies named in this report 

CBM Asia, Bill Barrett, CDG, Cabot Oil & Gas, Chesapeake Energy, Cimarex, EOG Resources, Far Eastern Energy, Great Eastern Energy, 
Leyshon Resources, Newfield, Poineer Natural Resources, Quicksilver Resources, Range Resources, Sandridge, Sino Gas & Energy, 
Southwestern Energy, Ultra Petroleum, GE, Caterpillar, Cummins.  

 

EDISON INVESTMENT RESEARCH LIMITED 
Edison Investment Research Limited (Edison) is a leading international investment research company. Edison and its subsidiaries (Edison Group) have won industry recognition, with 
awards both in Europe and internationally. The team of 95 includes over 60 analysts supported by a department of supervisory analysts, editors and assistants. Edison writes on more 
than 400 companies across every sector and works directly with corporates, fund managers, investment banks, brokers and other advisers. Edison’s research is read by institutional 
investors, alternative funds and wealth managers in more than 100 countries. Edison, founded in 2003, has offices in London, New York, Sydney and Wellington. Edison is authorised and 
regulated by the United Kingdom’s Financial Services Authority (www.fsa.gov.uk/register/firmBasicDetails.do?sid=181584). Edison Investment Research (NZ) Limited (Edison NZ) is the 
New Zealand subsidiary of Edison. Edison NZ is registered on the New Zealand Financial Service Providers Register (FSP number 247505) and is registered to provide wholesale and/or 
generic financial adviser services only. 
DISCLAIMER 
Copyright 2013 Edison Investment Research Limited. All rights reserved. This report has been commissioned by CBM Asia Development and prepared and issued by Edison for 
publication globally. All information used in the publication of this report has been compiled from publicly available sources that are believed to be reliable, however we do not guarantee 
the accuracy or completeness of this report. Opinions contained in this report represent those of the research department of Edison at the time of publication. The research in this 
document is intended for New Zealand resident professional financial advisers or brokers (for use in their roles as financial advisers or brokers) and habitual investors who are “wholesale 
clients” for the purpose of the Financial Advisers Act 2008 (FAA) (as described in sections 5(c)(1)(a), (b) and (c) of the FAA). It is not intended for retail clients. This is not a solicitation or 
inducement to buy, sell, subscribe, or underwrite securities. This document is provided for information purposes only and should not be construed as an offer or solicitation for investment. 
Edison has a restrictive policy relating to personal dealing. Edison Group does not conduct an investment business and, accordingly, does not hold any positions in the securities 
mentioned in this report. However, their respective directors, officers, employees and contractors may have a position in any or related securities mentioned in this report. Edison or its 
affiliates may perform services or solicit business from any of the companies mentioned in this report. The value of securities mentioned in this report can fall as well as rise and are subject 
to large and sudden swings. In addition it may be difficult or not possible to buy, sell or obtain accurate information about the value of securities mentioned in this report. Past performance 
is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Forward-looking information or statements in this report contain information that is based on assumptions, forecasts of future results, 
estimates of amounts not yet determinable, and therefore involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the actual results, performance or 
achievements of their subject matter to be materially different from current expectations.  For the purpose of the FAA, the content of this report is of a general nature, is intended as a 
source of general information only and is not intended to constitute a recommendation or opinion in relation to acquiring or disposing (including refraining from acquiring or disposing) of 
securities.  The distribution of this document is not a “personalised service” and, to the extent that it contains any financial advice, is intended only as a “class service” provided by Edison 
within the meaning of the FAA (ie without taking into account the particular financial situation or goals of any person). As such, it should not be relied upon in making an investment 
decision. To the maximum extent permitted by law, Edison, its affiliates and contractors, and their respective directors, officers and employees will not be liable for any loss or damage 
arising as a result of reliance being placed on any of the information contained in this report and do not guarantee the returns on investments in the products discussed in this publication.  

Registered in England, number 4794244, Edison Investment Research Limited is authorised and regulated by the United Kingdom Financial Services Authority. 
www.edisoninvestmentresearch.co.uk. Registered on the New Zealand Financial Service Providers Register, number 247505, Edison Investment Research (NZ) Limited is registered to 
provide wholesale and/or generic financial adviser services and is regulated by the New Zealand Financial Markets Authority. 
London +44 (0)20 3077 5700  
Lincoln House, 296-302 High Holborn 
London, WC1V 7JH, UK 

New York +1 646 653 7026  
245 Park Avenue, 24th Floor 10167, 
New York, US 

Wellington +64 4894 8555 
Level 15 HP Tower, 171 Featherston St, 
Wellington 6011, NZ 

Sydney +61 (0)2 9258 1162 
Level 33, Australia Square, 264 George St, 
Sydney, NSW 2000, Australia 
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